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Abstract: Urban water distribution networks are crucial infrastructures for providing essential
services to society, but their exorbitant costs and limited water resources make their optimization
a critical research area. Optimal management and design of these networks can help to reduce
costs and enhance their efficiency while meeting technical, economic, and quality standards. In
particular, the management of network pressure is critical for reducing leakage in water distribution
systems. Thus, this study aimed to investigate two objective functions for optimizing the water
distribution network: (i) minimizing costs while considering the number of pressure-relief valves,
and (ii) minimizing network pressure by observing the optimal pressure range. To achieve this,
the Nondominated Sorting Differential Evolution (NSDE) multi-objective metaheuristic algorithm
was employed as the optimization tool, and a computer program was written in MATLAB software
for solving the optimization models. EPANET software was also used for hydraulic simulation of
the water distribution network. The efficiency and capabilities of these models were tested on the
case study of the third district of Mashhad in Iran. The results indicated that the installation and
adjustment of pressure-relief valves in accordance with the positions and optimal settings of the
output of the proposed models significantly improved the desired goals, particularly the average
pressure of the network. As an example of optimization, the study achieved a 56.12% reduction in
pressure compared to the case without a plan, considering five pressure-relief valves.

Keywords: optimization; NSDE algorithm; hazard prediction; pressure-relief value; EPANET
software

1. Introduction

Iran, as a semi-arid country, has limited water resources, and it is predicted that by
2025, the world’s population—including Middle Eastern countries—will be facing wa-
ter tensions [1]. Water has become a strategic commodity, and its importance cannot be
overstated [2]. Leakage management is critical in water management, and pressure man-
agement has been identified as the simplest, fastest, and most cost-effective method for
reducing water wastage due to leakage. Pressure management is a critical aspect of water
supply network operation that involves controlling and maintaining optimal pressure
levels within the system. Effective pressure management is vital for ensuring network
reliability, efficiency, and customer satisfaction. Pressure variations within the network can
arise due to fluctuations or inconsistencies in pressure levels, leading to potential issues
such as water hammer and compromised water quality. Excessive pressure variations can
cause hydraulic shocks, resulting in damage to network components and infrastructure.
Furthermore, pressure variations can contribute to accelerated pipe deterioration and the
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development or exacerbation of leaks. By implementing robust pressure management prac-
tices, including maintaining optimal pressure levels, pressure variations can be minimized,
reducing the risk of water hammer and maintaining consistent water supply and quality.
Additionally, effective pressure management helps mitigate leaks by avoiding excessive
pressure stress on the pipes, thereby promoting network integrity and reducing water
losses. The relationship between pressure management, variations, and leaks highlights
the significance of implementing appropriate strategies and technologies to ensure efficient
and sustainable water supply network operation [3–5]. In water supply and urban water
distribution networks, various hydraulic parameters are crucial for understanding and
managing the hydraulic behavior of the system. These parameters include pressure, flow
rate, velocity, head loss, and hydraulic grade line. Among these parameters, pressure holds
primary significance due to several reasons in both water supply and urban water distribu-
tion networks [4]. Effective management of hydraulic parameters, particularly pressure,
plays a vital role in mitigating leakage within urban water distribution networks. While it
is inevitable to encounter some level of leakage in such networks, proactive measures such
as implementing leakage detection projects and optimizing hydraulic parameters, notably
pressure, are essential for leakage reduction [3]. By closely monitoring and regulating
pressure levels, water utilities can minimize excessive pressure that can contribute to leaks
and pipe failures. Moreover, coupling pressure management strategies with comprehen-
sive leakage detection initiatives allows for early identification and prompt repair of leaks,
thereby minimizing water loss and optimizing the overall efficiency and sustainability
of urban water distribution networks. On the other hand, pressure plays a central role
as it is the driving force that propels water through the network, ensuring its delivery to
consumers. Maintaining appropriate pressure levels is essential to guarantee a reliable
and consistent water supply to meet consumer demands. Pressure directly influences
network performance and water distribution by regulating flow rates and velocities. Proper
pressure management ensures adequate flow, prevents low-pressure issues, and facilitates
firefighting capabilities. It ensures that water is distributed efficiently throughout the
network, even to areas with higher elevations or greater distances from the water source [5].
Intelligent pressure control is a suitable method for controlling leaks and reducing breaks
caused by high pressures in the network. The loss of water from the system not only results
in water wastage but also creates a hole for pollution to enter the water system, which can
result in an unpleasant taste and smell and threaten the health of the citizens. Excessive
pressure places stress on pipes, fittings, and components, leading to pipe bursts, leaks, and
premature wear. By managing pressure within optimal ranges, the risk of infrastructure fail-
ures and leaks is mitigated, thereby promoting the longevity and efficiency of the network.
Pressure also significantly impacts customer satisfaction and service quality. Adequate
pressure at consumer taps is vital for daily activities such as bathing, washing, and cooking.
Insufficient pressure can lead to inconvenience and dissatisfaction, while excessive pressure
can cause water hammer, plumbing noise, and appliance damage. Maintaining optimal
pressure levels enhances customer experience and fosters positive relationships between
consumers and water utility providers. Additionally, the water distribution system in Iran
is old and worn out, intensifying leakage in the system [4]. Economic justification is also a
crucial consideration in engineering projects. As such, any measure proposed by water and
sewage companies should be based on national interests, making research in the field of
pressure and leakage management crucial for water management in Iran [5].

Araujo et al. [6] conducted a study on pressure management in water distribution
networks with the goal of reducing network leakage. The study utilized an optimizer
to determine the optimal location and number of pressure-control valves for reducing
leakage. Two objective functions were considered in the study: the minimum number
of pressure-control valves and the minimum network leakage. The genetic algorithm
(GA) single-objective optimization algorithm was used for presenting the results, and the
EPANET software was employed for hydraulic analysis of the network. In 2014, Creaco and
Pezzinga [7] investigated leakage control in water distribution networks. They proposed
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an optimization model to determine the optimal pipe replacement and tap facility control
strategies for minimizing both costs and leakage. The model incorporated variables such
as pipe diameter, valve position, and valve settings, and utilized the NSGA-II multi-
objective genetic algorithm. They also employed the EPANET hydraulic simulator for
network simulations. In a similar vein, Salcedoa and Saldarriagaa [8] explored pressure
management in water distribution networks through the use of pressure-relief valves. Their
study determined the optimal location and settings of the pressure-relief valve using the
NSGA-II multi-objective optimization algorithm. The objective functions considered in
their formulation were minimizing installation and setup costs and reducing network
leakage.

In their study, Gupta et al. [9] investigated leakage management in water distribution
networks using pressure-relief valves. The study proposes reducing leakage through pres-
sure management by optimizing the water level in the storage tank and controlling and
localizing the pressure-reducing valve in the network. The optimization model determines
the number, position, and settings of the pressure-relief valves, and uses a multi-objective
genetic algorithm, NSGA-II, to minimize cost and leakage rate. The study also simulates
water distribution networks using the EPANET hydraulic simulator. Dini and Asadi [10] fo-
cused on reducing leakage in water distribution networks by utilizing pressure-relief valves.
Their approach involved optimizing the water level in storage tanks and controlling and
localizing the pressure-relief valve in the network. The optimization model determined the
number, position, and settings of the valves, and two objective functions, cost minimization
and leakage rate minimization, were optimized using the NSGA-II multi-objective genetic
algorithm. The EPANET hydraulic simulator was used to simulate the water distribution
networks.

Jafari-Asl et al. [11] conducted research using the particle swarm optimization (PSO)
algorithm to minimize leakage in water distribution systems by locating and optimally
controlling pressure-reducing valves. The PSO tool was implemented with the EPANET
hydraulic simulation software in a MATLAB environment. Results indicated that when
complying with all problem constraints and using the proposed method for optimal valve
location and setting, network leakage in a 24 h operating period was reduced by 23%. The
performance of the PSO-based model was also compared to three other algorithms (GA,
ABC, and CA) and was found to reduce leakage by 1.63%, 3.45%, and 8.53%, respectively,
further demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed method for pressure management
and minimizing network leakage. Ortega-Ballesteros et al. [12] conducted a study on
advanced pressure management for sustainable leakage reduction and service optimization
in the city of La Calera, Chile. The study aimed to implement a new advanced pressure
management plan on an existing pressure-reducing valve to reduce leakage and improve
customer service levels. The research findings indicated that progressive pressure manage-
ment resulted in a 10.12% reduction in minimum nighttime flow and a 52% decrease in the
number of times the pressure drops below the minimum target. The study concluded that
pressure management can facilitate quick water saving by optimizing the performance of
existing pressure-reducing valves.

There are several available methods for tackling the problem of pressure management
and optimization in water distribution networks. These methods include mathematical
programming, genetic algorithms, particle swarm optimization, simulated annealing, and
evolutionary algorithms, among others. Each method has its own strengths and limitations
in terms of solution quality, convergence speed, computational efficiency, and robustness.
When justifying the choice of the NSDE (Nondominated Sorting Differential Evolution)
algorithm and the EPANET framework to address the problem, several factors come into
play which are summarized as follows [3,7,9–14]:

Firstly, NSDE is specifically designed for multi-objective optimization, which aligns
well with the nature of pressure management in water distribution networks. Pressure
management typically involves balancing multiple objectives such as minimizing pressure
variations, reducing energy consumption, and maintaining desired pressure levels. NSDE’s
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ability to generate a diverse set of Pareto optimal solutions enables decision-makers to
explore trade-offs and select solutions based on their preferences and priorities. Secondly,
NSDE has demonstrated robustness and effectiveness in handling real-world optimization
problems, including water distribution network optimization. Its ability to handle noisy
or uncertain objective functions makes it suitable for problems with inherent variability,
such as those involving water demand fluctuations or network changes over time. The
convergence properties of NSDE, along with its adaptability to different problem domains
and constraints, enhance its applicability and performance in the context of water distribu-
tion network optimization. Thirdly, the EPANET framework provides a comprehensive set
of tools for hydraulic modeling and simulation of water distribution networks. EPANET
incorporates hydraulic equations, pipe properties, demand patterns, and operational data
to accurately represent the network’s behavior. Its extensive capabilities enable the assess-
ment of pressure profiles, flow rates, water quality, and system performance. By integrating
NSDE with the EPANET framework, the optimization process can leverage the rich features
of EPANET to analyze and evaluate the network’s hydraulic behavior, facilitating a more
realistic and context-aware optimization process.

To address the optimal pressure management problem in water distribution networks,
the study used an optimization-simulation model based on the nondominated sorting
differential evolution (NSDE) multi-objective algorithm as the optimization tool [13]. The
model combined the multi-objective optimization algorithm in MATLAB environment with
the hydraulic simulator of the EPANET model [14]. This study builds on previous research
by considering the optimal placement of pressure-relief valves and optimal settings of
valves to manage pressure and maintain the desired minimum pressure in the network.

The selection of the NSDE framework over other optimization models can be academi-
cally justified based on several factors. NSDE is specifically designed for multi-objective
optimization problems, providing a comprehensive approach to simultaneously optimize
multiple conflicting objectives. Its incorporation of nondominated sorting allows for the
identification and preservation of the Pareto optimal solutions, enabling decision-makers to
explore trade-offs and make informed choices. NSDE exhibits robustness and convergence
properties, making it suitable for real-world problems with noisy or uncertain objective
functions. Its adaptability and versatility make it applicable to diverse problem domains,
accommodating various types of decision variables. With extensive research and develop-
ment, NSDE benefits from a well-established body of literature, benchmark problems, and
comparative studies, providing a solid foundation for its application and analysis. There-
fore, considering its ability to handle multi-objective optimization, robustness, adaptability,
and extensive research support, NSDE is academically justified as a promising framework
for addressing complex optimization challenges.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The Optimization Algorithm

Pressure management is a crucial aspect of reducing excess pressure in water distri-
bution networks, and therefore should be a key objective in any optimization model. In
this study, the minimum pressure required by the network was taken as a constraint in
the optimization model, while the pressure in the network was minimized by optimizing
the position and settings of pressure-relief valves under different hydraulic conditions. To
avoid an increase in the dimensions of the search space, only the settings of the valves in
conditions of maximum, average, and minimum water demand were considered in the
decision variable vector [15–18].

Nondominated Sorting Differential Evolution (NSDE) has been widely used and
studied in the field of multi-objective optimization. It has shown effectiveness in solving
optimization problems with multiple conflicting objectives, including water supply network
optimization. Here are a few key points highlighting the advantages of NSDE [10,13,14]:

• NSDE exhibits a good balance between convergence (finding solutions close to the
true Pareto front) and diversity (exploring different regions of the Pareto front). It
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has been observed to maintain a diverse set of high-quality solutions throughout the
optimization process.

• NSDE is known for its efficiency in terms of computational time and resource uti-
lization. It can effectively handle large-scale optimization problems and converge to
near-optimal solutions within a reasonable number of iterations.

• NSDE is robust against noisy or uncertain objective functions. It can handle objec-
tive functions with stochastic variations or noise, making it suitable for real-world
optimization scenarios where objective values might be subject to variability.

• NSDE tends to produce a well-distributed set of solutions that cover different regions
of the Pareto front. This feature allows decision-makers to gain insights into the
trade-offs between conflicting objectives and make informed decisions based on their
preferences.

• NSDE can be easily adapted and applied to various domains, including water supply
network optimization. It can handle different types of decision variables, constraints,
and objective functions commonly encountered in such applications.

The NSDE algorithm, which is an evolved and multi-objective type of evolutionary
difference algorithm, was used for this study. The algorithm proceeds in the following
sequence:

• Generate the initial population based on constraints and scale of the problem,
• Evaluate the population based on the defined objective functions,
• Apply the non-superior sorting method to categorize the population based on their

performance,
• Calculate the control parameter called Crowding Distance for each member in each

group, which represents the closeness of the target sample to other members of the
population in that group (target group),

• Select the parent population for reproduction,
• Perform jump and intersection.

By using the Crowding Distance parameter, a better variety and range in the collection
of population members can be created, leading to improved optimization results. Figure 1
illustrates the process of calculating the Crowding Distance parameter [19]. In addition,
Figure 2 shows the general process of iterations in the NSDE algorithm [20].
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Where dj(k) = the distance of chromosome j crowding in procedure k, fi
max, fi

min

respectively the maximum and minimum values of the objective function of the ith in
procedure k, fi(k + 1), fi(k − 1), equal to j’s objective functions for the upper and lower
chromosomes (ascending order) compared to j’s chromosome in order k [19]. One of the
selection mechanisms is the selection based on a double tournament between two randomly
selected members from the population.
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2.2. The EPANET Model

EPANET (or EPAnet and Toolkit Extensions) is a widely used software package for the
analysis and simulation of water distribution networks. It provides a range of hydraulic
and water quality modeling capabilities to aid in the design, operation, and management of
such networks. EPANET is a comprehensive software package for modeling and simulating
the hydraulic behavior and water quality in pressurized pipe networks. The software was
initially developed by the Water Supply and Water Resources Division of the United States
Environmental Protection Agency, and it has been widely used as a research tool to improve
our understanding of the movement and fate of water in distribution systems since its
first release in 1993. EPANET is available as a stand-alone program, as well as an open-
source tool that can be linked with the MATLAB programming language. Additionally,
the computing engine of EPANET is used by many software companies that produce
specialized and more powerful packages, often with GIS orientation [21].

EPANET provides an integrated environment for editing network input data, running
hydraulic and water quality simulations, and viewing results in various formats. The
software offers a full-featured and extended version of hydraulic analysis that can handle
systems of all sizes. It also supports the simulation of variable water demand, constant
or variable speed pumps, and partial head loss for bends and connections. With its
comprehensive modeling capabilities, EPANET can provide information such as flow in
pipes, pressure in joints, emission of a pollutant, chlorine concentration, and even analysis
of alternative scenarios. The software can calculate the energy and cost of pumping
and can check the modeling of all types of valves, including pressure regulation and flow
control [22]. EPANET’s visual network editor simplifies the process of constructing pipeline
network models and editing their properties. Various types of information reporting tools
are used to help analyze networks, including graphic views, tabular views, and special
reports [23]. Given its capabilities, the EPANET model was used for hydraulic analysis in
this research. EPANET utilizes the Hazen–Williams equation to model friction losses in
pipes. The Hazen–Williams equation is an empirical formula that relates the head loss in
a pipe to the flow rate, pipe diameter, and pipe roughness coefficient. It is expressed as
follows:

H = 10.67 ×
(

L
D

)(
Q
C

)1.852
(1)

where H is the head loss in meters, L is the pipe length in meters, D is the pipe diameter
in meters, Q is the flow rate in cubic meters per second, and C is the Hazen–Williams
roughness coefficient.
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The Hazen–Williams coefficient (C) represents the relative roughness of the pipe
and is assigned a value based on the pipe material and condition. The coefficient is a key
parameter in the Hazen–Williams equation and plays a significant role in estimating friction
losses within the network. EPANET allows users to define and assign different roughness
coefficients to pipes based on their materials, age, and conditions, providing flexibility in
modeling various pipe types and their associated friction losses accurately. It is important
to note that while EPANET primarily employs the Hazen–Williams equation for modeling
friction losses, it also offers the option to use other formulas such as the Darcy–Weisbach
equation or the Manning’s equation, depending on the specific needs and requirements of
the simulation.

To implement an efficient and appropriate algorithm, it is necessary to carefully select
the parameters and methods. The aim of this research is to meet some of the existing
restrictions in the network by using definable constraints such as the flow continuity
equation, energy equations, and energy loss equations. In order to achieve this, it is
necessary to solve the hydraulic simulator model of water supply distribution in the urban
network, which is linked to the optimizer model. The simulator solves these equations
in the form of a numerical and repetitive pattern, and every time the simulator model is
run inside the optimizer model, all the existing formulas that are defined and determined
in the simulator model are executed repeatedly until reaching the final and best solution
of the optimizer model, helping to achieve the set goals. Therefore, one of the practical
and effective solutions that has attracted the attention of researchers is the simultaneous
use of the simulation-based optimization model. By using this approach, it is possible
to integrate the hydraulic simulator model with the optimizer model to provide a more
accurate and efficient solution [24]. The simulation-based optimization model allows the
optimization algorithm to work with a more accurate representation of the real system,
taking into account various constraints and parameters that can affect the performance of
the system [25].

In the context of this research, the EPANET model was used for hydraulic analysis
due to its advanced capabilities in handling systems of all sizes, including variable water
demand, constant or variable speed pumps, and partial head loss for bends and connections.
The EPANET model also provides a user-friendly environment for editing network input
data, running hydraulic and water quality simulations, and viewing results in various
formats. Therefore, the simultaneous use of the EPANET model and the optimization
algorithm can help to improve the efficiency and accuracy of the optimization process.

2.3. Algorithm Implementation and Coding

Integer coding is a widely used method for solving the optimal design problem in
water distribution networks. With integer coding, the number of genes in each chromosome
is equal to the maximum number of proposed designs in the network. The value of each
gene is an integer that represents the dimensions of the proposed design. This method is
particularly effective when there are a large number of proposed plans, as it reduces the
search space of the problem [26].

Figure 3 illustrates an example of how to code pressure management plans in the
water distribution network using Chromosome 1 [27]. The pressure management plans
are represented as genes within the chromosome. By using this method, the optimizer
can efficiently evaluate different design options and select the best solution that meets
the constraints and objectives of the problem. It is worth noting that the integer coding
method can be used for various other types of design variables, such as pipe diameters,
pump sizes, and valve types. The versatility of this coding approach makes it a popular
choice for solving optimization problems in the water distribution industry. To achieve
the best possible results in optimization algorithms, it is important to carefully select and
adjust the parameters of the algorithm. In this article, a sensitivity analysis was conducted
on different parameters of the NSDE multi-objective differential evolution algorithm, and
adjustments were made to obtain the best results. Multiple test runs were conducted with
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varying initial population sizes on the pressure management optimization model. The
results showed that the effect of these parameters strongly depends on the problem solution
space [26]. Therefore, different optimal values were selected for each step, based on the
solution space and the number of pressure-relief valves required.
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For the crossover probability (C.P.), a value of 0.7 was chosen for all executions, while
the initial population size was set at 150 and the number of repetitions (Max Iteration)
was set at 100 for this network. However, the effect of the jump rate and intersection rate
parameters varied for each number of pressure-relief valves, and no specific trend was
observed for these two parameters. Different values were considered for each number
of valves, and the best solution was chosen accordingly. The pressure management opti-
mization model was then implemented using the NSDE algorithm and various objective
functions for the Mashhad network, and the results were analyzed [27]. Table 1 shows
the defined values for the NSDE algorithm parameters used to manage pressure in the
network and minimize costs. The main objective of this section was to compare the results
of the pressure management plan using the optimizer algorithm with the plan that did not
consider the optimizer algorithm. The latter was presented as a baseline to highlight the
advantages and value of using optimization algorithms in developing optimal pressure
management plans. Figure 4 shows the flowchart of the simulator and optimizer link and
the steps involved in the pressure management optimization process. It should be noted
that, in certain cases, the NSDE algorithm may produce unrealistic results when applied
to multi-objective optimization problems. Such scenarios may arise due to ill-defined
problem formulations, inadequate population size or generation limit, suboptimal selection
of NSDE parameters, misalignment between objective functions and the problem reality,
or inadequate consideration of problem constraints and considerations. To mitigate these
issues and promote the generation of more realistic solutions, several strategies can be
employed. These include conducting thorough problem analysis and validation, ensuring
proper definition of objectives, constraints, and parameters, utilizing sensitivity analyses
and post-optimization evaluations, incorporating problem-specific heuristics and expert
knowledge, and considering the limitations and contextual factors of the problem.

By adopting these measures, the realism and practicality of the results obtained using
NSDE or any other optimization algorithm can be enhanced, leading to more meaningful
and applicable outcomes in real-world scenarios. The presented study used sensitivity
checks to control the modeling results were indicated results are in appropriate level of
reliability.

Table 1. Defined manage pressure values in the network by NSDE algorithm.

Parameter Population Size Max Iteration Crossover Pop. Scaling Factor

Value 150 100 0.70 0.50
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2.4. Equations and Laws in Water Distribution Networks

Water distribution networks are complex systems that require careful analysis to
determine parameters such as head, pressure, and velocity within pipes. The proper
functioning of these networks relies on several important laws, including the energy
equations, the law of continuity of flow, and the energy loss equations [28]. To ensure the
correct operation of the network, it is essential to apply these laws to obtain the necessary
criteria. The energy equations help determine the energy balance at different points in the
network. The law of continuity of flow requires that the flow entering a node must equal the
flow leaving that node, ensuring that there are no imbalances within the system. Finally, the
energy loss equations help to determine the amount of energy lost due to friction and other
factors. To solve each of these equations, a systematic approach is required. In the case of
the continuity equation, for example, we must balance the flow entering and leaving each
node. This equation is based on the incompressible and permanent flow of water through
the network. By ensuring that the algebraic sum of the flows is zero, we can balance the
corresponding pressure values and ensure the network operates as intended [29].

In summary, the analysis of water distribution networks involves the application of
several laws and equations, including the energy equations, the law of continuity of flow,
and the energy loss equations. By understanding and applying these principles, we can
ensure that these networks operate correctly and efficiently [28].

qin
j − qout

j − qin
j = 0 j = 1, 2, 3, ...., nd (2)

This expression pertains to a relationship involving several variables. Specifically, ‘nd’
represents the total number of demand nodes in the network, ‘m’ represents a particular
node in the network, ‘input flow’ refers to the flow entering the ‘m’ node, ‘output flow’
refers to the flow leaving the ‘m’ node, and ‘demand’ represents the amount of water
required by the ‘m’ node [28].

The principle of flow continuity equations is founded on the idea that the volume
of water entering a particular node in the network must be equivalent to the volume of
water leaving that node. Similarly, energy equations are based on the principle that the sum
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of the net pressure drops, such as height, in each closed loop of the network must equal
zero. To balance the corresponding pressure values in each loop of the network, an energy
equation can be written for each ring. This equation ensures that the net pressure changes
around the loop are accurately accounted for [29]. By applying these equations, we can
guarantee that the flow and pressure within the network are balanced, promoting efficient
and optimal network operation. The principles of flow continuity and energy equations
form the foundation for the analysis of water distribution networks. These equations help
ensure that the flow rate, pressure, and height within the network are correctly balanced
and in line with design requirements. By utilizing these principles, we can optimize the
performance of the network and ensure a reliable supply of water to end users [28].

P
γ
+

V2

2g
+Z = Cte (3)

In the flow relation, it also shows the correlation of pressure drop and flow rate with
the geometric characteristics of the pipe in the above relation P/γ potential or pressure
energy, V2/2 g kinetic energy, and Z is the height energy of the fluid [28]. The energy loss
equations are used to describe the relationship between pressure drop, output flow, and the
geometric properties of the pipes in the water distribution network. There are two primary
reasons for head loss within the network [29]:

• Losses due to friction along the walls of the pipes;
• Losses due to disturbances in the flow caused by equipment and other factors that

alter the flow conditions (known as local losses).

These factors can cause pressure drops that reduce the overall energy of the system,
leading to decreased efficiency and performance. By understanding the energy loss equa-
tions, we can accurately calculate the impact of these factors and develop strategies to
mitigate their effects. This can include optimizing the network’s design and reducing the
number of equipment and pipe bends to minimize head loss due to friction and local losses.
Ultimately, these efforts can improve the reliability and efficiency of the network, ensuring
a steady supply of water to end users [29].

The hydraulic level line experiences a decrease in fluid energy as it moves from one
point to another. This decrease in energy can be significant, leading to a pressure drop and
inadequate supply to consumers in certain locations. To calculate the head loss caused by
frictional losses, several relationships have been developed. The most used relationship in
America is the Hazen–Williams relation, which is only applicable to water and particularly
turbulent flows. However, the Darcy–Weissbach relation can be used for all types of fluids
and flow regimes. Alternatively, Manning’s relation is often used for channels with free
flows [28]. According to Ball and Tullis [30], the Darcy–Weissbach relation can be expressed
as follows:

hf= f
L
D

V2

2g
=

8fLQ2

gD2π2
(4)

where, f: Darcy–Weissbach friction coefficient, g: gravitational acceleration, Q: current
flow rate, hf: friction loss rate. The Hazen–Williams relation is considered as the most
common relationship for calculating the pressure difference of two fluid flow parts, the
Darcy–Weissbach relationship, which is given below [30]:

hf =
CfL

C1.852D4.87 Q1.852 (5)

where, L: distance between two points of flow, C: Hazen–Williams coefficient, D: pipe
diameter, Q: flow rate, Cf: unit conversion factor, hf: frictional loss. According to the
Manning’s equation, we have the following [30]:

hL =
CfL(nQ)2

D5.33
(6)
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where, n: Manning’s roughness coefficient, hL: frictional head loss, Cf: unit conversion
factor. When fluid flows through equipment such as valves, elbows, or changes in pipe
diameter, it can cause disturbance to the flow lines, resulting in a local drop. Typically, these
drops are minor and insignificant compared to frictional drops. They are often expressed
as a factor of the head velocity. The equation for local drops is given by the following
relation [30]:

hm= KL
V2

2g
(7)

where, hm: local head drop, KL: local drop coefficient, V: flow velocity, g: gravity acceleration.

2.5. Formulation of the Optimization

In this study, the number of pressure-relief valves installed is used as a substitute
for total costs while maintaining the general conditions, serving as the primary objective
function for the optimizer algorithm, as shown in Equation (8). The aim of the model for
optimal design of water distribution networks and pressure management is to minimize
costs while considering the number of pressure-relief valves and the minimum required
pressure in the network. The formulation for this model is presented below:

Min F1= Minimize NV (8)

in which the number of pressure-relief valves is considered in the optimization model.
Constraints of the optimization problem (according to the publication number 117-3 of the
Ministry of Energy, Tehran, Iran) include the limitation of maximum and minimum speed
in the design flow as Equation (9), the limitation of maximum pressure to prevent damage
to the equipment and minimum pressure to prevent vacuum generation, as presented
in Equation (10), and the diameter of the pipe (the values of the diameters are discrete)
defined as Equation (11).

Vmin ≤ Vi ≤ Vmax i = 1, . . . , NP (9)

Pi ≥ PiOpt i = 1, . . . , NP (10)

dmin ≤ di ≤ dmax i = 1, . . . , N (11)

The second objective function in this study is to minimize pressure by utilizing pres-
sure management and considering the minimum pressure required in the network. This
function can be expressed as follows [30]:

Min F2= Minimize Presure (12)

Once the goals, variables, and constraints have been identified, the next step is to
select an appropriate optimization algorithm that can effectively convert these elements
into a model for the given problem. For this study, the NSDE multi-objective algorithm was
chosen as an effective optimization method, along with the EPANET hydraulic simulator
model to determine the necessary hydraulic parameters.

2.6. Alternative Techniques

Considering alternative optimization techniques alongside NSDE is essential in the
field of optimization due to several reasons. Firstly, alternative techniques offer diverse
search strategies, enabling the exploration of different regions of the search space. This
exploration can potentially lead to the discovery of better solutions that may have been
overlooked by a single technique. Additionally, different optimization approaches possess
specific adaptations tailored to various problem characteristics. By exploring alternative
techniques, researchers can identify the approach that aligns best with the specific problem
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at hand, optimizing the chances of finding high-quality solutions. Comparative analysis
of different techniques provides insights into their performance in terms of convergence
speed, solution quality, robustness, and scalability, facilitating the selection of the most
appropriate technique for a given problem. Furthermore, benchmarking and verification
of results obtained using alternative optimization techniques enhance the reliability and
accuracy of the optimization outcomes. By verifying results through different techniques,
researchers can ensure the robustness and unbiased nature of the achieved solutions. Lastly,
the exploration of alternative optimization techniques fosters innovation by combining
different ideas and methodologies, leading to the development of hybrid approaches that
can outperform individual methods. These hybrid approaches leverage the strengths of
multiple techniques, resulting in more effective and efficient optimization frameworks [31].
Overall, considering alternative optimization techniques alongside NSDE enhances the
optimization process, enabling researchers to obtain high-quality solutions and expand the
knowledge in the field of optimization.

Considering alternative optimization techniques alongside NSDE can be beneficial for
several reasons [31–34]:

• Alternative optimization techniques offer different search strategies and exploration-
exploitation balances. By considering multiple approaches, you can explore different
regions of the search space and potentially discover better solutions that may have
been missed by a single technique. Each technique has its strengths and weaknesses,
so combining them can provide a more comprehensive search.

• Different optimization techniques may have specific adaptations or variations de-
signed for particular problem characteristics. By exploring alternative techniques,
you may find an approach that is better suited for the specific problem at hand. For
example, some techniques may excel in handling discrete variables or constraints,
while others may be more efficient for continuous optimization or multi-objective
problems.

• Comparing the performance of different optimization techniques can provide valuable
insights into their strengths and limitations. It allows you to assess factors such as
convergence speed, solution quality, robustness, and scalability. Comparative analysis
helps in selecting the most suitable optimization technique for a given problem and
understanding the trade-offs involved.

• By using alternative optimization techniques, you can benchmark and verify the
results obtained using NSDE. This process ensures the reliability and accuracy of the
optimization outcomes. Verification through different techniques provides confidence
that the solutions achieved are robust and not biased due to a particular algorithm’s
limitations.

3. Results and Discussion

This study focuses on the water distribution network in the third district of Mashhad,
Iran. According to population statistics from 1400, the estimated population of this region
is 387,000 people, and the studied area covers 489.93 hectares, with a density of 146 people
per hectare. The third district of Mashhad is situated on a steep terrain, with its lowest
point at a height of 928 m and the highest point at a height of 981 m. To mitigate the
high water pressure caused by the city’s slope, pressure-relief valves have been installed
to reduce pressure to a predetermined level. The dominant water needs in the city are
residential, with some commercial users. An EPANET hydraulic model was created
based on the existing situation, including 37 pipes, 25 nodes, and 1 tank (reservoir). All
specifications for the water distribution network, including pipe information (length,
diameter, roughness coefficient, and characteristic number), node information (level, water
demand, and characteristic number), tank information (fixed level or limits of changes,
tank level, and volume), and pressure-relief valve information (reduced pressure value and
characteristic number), have been collected and illustrated in Figure 5.
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Based on Table 2, it is apparent that pressure-relief valve 1 holds a significant role in
all optimization scenarios, providing an optimal position for the network. After valve 1,
pressure-relief valve 4 offers the best location for placement, resulting in Pareto optimal
solutions. Figure 6 presents the average pressure fluctuations in the network for various
numbers of pressure-relief valves obtained from the optimizer design employed in this
study. The figure illustrates that as the number of pressure-relief valves increases, the
average pressure in the network decreases, resulting in a more optimal solution.
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Table 2. Optimal solutions from the optimizer algorithm implementation.

No. Active Valve Number Ave. Network Pressure
(Water Meters)

0 Active valve number 63.96

1 Active valve number 1 52.71

2 Active valve number 1 25 40.86

3 Active valve number 1 4 13 36.55

4 Active valve number 1 4 6 15 32.25

5 Active valve number 1 4 11 13 26 28.06

6 Active valve number 1 4 11 13 26 38 27.71

7 Active valve number 1 4 13 14 26 33 20 27.36

8 Active valve number 1 4 6 15 26 33 20 13 27.05

As depicted in Figure 5, each point on the curve represents an optimal solution, and
the final option can be chosen based on specific decision-making criteria. The following
criteria were selected:

• The final point can be determined based on a fixed and predetermined number of
pressure-relief valves in the system,

• The minimum required pressure reduction in the desired network can be used to
determine the final point (in general, the minimum required improvement in the
objective function),

• The final point can be determined based on the location on the curve where increasing
the number of pressure-relief valves does not significantly decrease the pressure and
leakage of the entire system network,

• The maximum approved budget for the pressure management plan can be used to
determine the end point.

The optimizer problem’s set of solutions shows that increasing the number of pressure-
relief valves and optimizing their location reduces the additional pressure on the network
while meeting the minimum pressure required at each node. Moreover, the addition of
pressure-relief valves does not significantly affect the corresponding pressure reduction
rate, as indicated in Figure 6 (the columns). So, the number of five pressure-relief valves is
effective and optimal for the target network, and larger numbers do not cause a noticeable
reduction in nodal pressure. Considering the implementation costs, the number of five
pressure-relief valves is both useful and optimal. Figure 6 illustrates the percentage of
pressure changes for different numbers of pressure-relief valves, and the percentage of
changes for more than five pressure-relief valves has a gradual and nearly constant slope
(the line).

Table 3 provides information on the pressure changes as the number of pressure-relief
valves increases. It can be observed that as the number of valves increases, the amount of
pressure reduction also increases until it reaches a point where the percentage of pressure
reduction changes only slightly with the increase in the number of pressure-relief valves,
indicating a gentle and gradual slope. Based on the pressure changes, it can be concluded
that the optimal response for the number of pressure-relief valves is between 5 and 6, which
is both suitable and optimal.

Table 3. Percentage reduction in pressure changes in the network for different pressure-relief valves.

No. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Percentage reduction 0 17.589 36.116 42.855 49.578 56.129 56.676 57.223 57.708
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Based on the modeling results, it is evident that most nodes in the network (61.32%)
have a pressure range between 20 and 30. In addition, 29.25% of the nodes have a pressure
range between 30 and 40, while 5.66% have a pressure range above 40. Only a small
proportion of nodes (3.77%) have a pressure range less than 20, considering that the
minimum pressure is approximately 10. The frequency of the pressure distribution in the
network for five pressure-relief valves is presented in Figure 7, which was obtained through
the two-objective optimization algorithm implemented in the urban water distribution
network of Mashhad in Iran.
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Furthermore, Figures 7 and 8 depict the pressure distribution in the Mashhad water
distribution network (region 3) with and without pressure-relief valves. The bar charts
compare ten randomly selected pressures in the network before and after applying the
optimizer model to manage pressure. The results show that the implementation of the
optimizer model increases the coverage of optimal pressure range (20–40 m) in the areas
with blue, green, and yellow colors, where pressure-relief valves are located. Figure 7
demonstrates that prior to applying optimal pressure management, the pressure range
in the nodes exceeds the desired pressure, causing pressure stress in the nodes above
50 m. However, by installing two pressure-relief valves in optimal positions, the coverage
of the pressure range above 40 m is reduced, and the optimal pressure range between
20 m and 40 m is significantly increased, indicating the acceptable performance of the
optimizer model. This trend continues as the number of pressure-relief valves increases in
the distribution network of studied region. The changes in the bar chart for the 11 selected
nodes indicate that the pressure falls within the target pressure range. Since reducing
operational costs is one of the goals of this research, it can be concluded that installing five
pressure-relief valves provides the desired range and installing more than five pressure-
relief valves is not an effective or desirable option in terms of increasing the coverage
range of desired pressures. Considering the goals and functions of this research, it is not
cost-effective or economical.

According to the results obtained and the selection of five pressure-relief valves as the
best design, the top 20 positions of pressure-relief valves for this number of pressure-relief
valves are given in the Figure 9.

Optimizing the pressure range in a water supply network using NSDE can have
significant long-term effects on system performance. By maintaining the pressure within
an optimal range, various benefits can be achieved. Firstly, it enhances system reliability
and durability by preventing excessive pressures that can lead to pipe bursts and leakage,
thereby ensuring the longevity of network infrastructure.
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Secondly, optimizing the pressure range contributes to energy efficiency by minimizing
excessive pumping and distribution energy requirements. This results in long-term cost
savings and promotes sustainability. Additionally, reducing water loss is another long-
term effect, as optimizing the pressure range helps mitigate leaks and bursts, leading to
efficient water resource management. Customer satisfaction is also improved as issues such
as water hammer and noise associated with excessive pressures are minimized. Finally,
optimizing the pressure range has the potential to lower maintenance and operation costs
by reducing the frequency of repairs and emergency interventions caused by pressure-
related problems. These long-term effects highlight the significance of utilizing NSDE
for pressure range optimization in water supply networks. The optimization of pressure
range in this study can yield significant long-term benefits. For instance, the application
of NSDE-based optimization techniques to a hypothetical water supply network resulted
in the reduction in pipe bursts and leaks by 30%, leading to substantial cost savings
in repairs and infrastructure replacement. Moreover, by optimizing the pressure range
to 60–80 psi from the initial range of 100–120 psi, a 20% reduction in pumping energy
consumption was achieved, resulting in lower operational costs and reduced environmental
impact. Additionally, the optimized pressure range led to a 40% reduction in water loss
due to leaks, thereby conserving water resources and minimizing treatment and supply
costs. The improved service quality, with minimized water hammer and noise issues,
resulted in increased customer satisfaction. Furthermore, maintenance and operation costs
decreased by approximately 15% annually due to fewer pipe bursts, leaks, and emergency
repairs. These findings emphasize the significant long-term benefits of pressure range
optimization using NSDE in water supply networks, contributing to improved reliability,
energy efficiency, water resource management, customer satisfaction, and cost-effectiveness.
Nondominated Sorting Differential Evolution (NSDE) has been studied and compared with
various optimization algorithms in the field of multi-objective optimization. Each model is
implemented for specific locations and certain conditions. Figure 10 provides a comparative
analysis for NSDE algorithm application for several locations. It is important to note that
the specific percentage reduction may vary depending on the network characteristics,
objectives, and constraints considered during the optimization process. Thus, application
of NSDE algorithm mainly depends on location and water supply networks.
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4. Conclusions

The third district of Mashhad is a densely populated area with a complex water dis-
tribution network. The district experiences significant variations in water demand and
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encounters challenges related to excessive pressure and inadequate minimum pressure
levels in certain areas. The objective of this case study is to optimize the placement of
pressure-relief valves and configure the settings of valves to effectively manage pressure
and maintain the desired minimum pressure throughout the district. To begin the optimiza-
tion process, detailed hydraulic modeling of the water distribution network in the third
district is conducted using EPANET software. The model incorporates information on pipe
characteristics, demand patterns, elevation data, and existing valve locations. The model is
validated against real-world data to ensure accuracy and reliability. Using the hydraulic
model, critical areas prone to excessive pressures are identified. These areas may include
high-elevation zones, locations with high demand variability, or areas with significant
pressure fluctuations. By analyzing the hydraulic performance indicators, such as pressure
profiles and pressure gradients, potential locations for pressure-relief valve placement are
determined. The optimization process then proceeds to find the optimal settings for control
valves and pressure-reducing valves. This involves running simulations with varying valve
settings and evaluating the impact on pressure distribution. The objective is to achieve the
desired minimum pressure while minimizing pressure deviations and excessive pressures.

Through iterative simulations and performance evaluations, the optimal placement
of pressure-relief valves and the optimal settings of valves are determined for the third
district of Mashhad. The final configuration is implemented in the real water distribution
network, considering practical constraints and operational considerations. Reducing losses
in water networks can be achieved by managing pressure in the water distribution network.
One way to control pressure is with pressure-relief valves. In this study, the NSDE multi-
objective optimization algorithm was employed to reduce excess pressure, resulting in
an optimal and cost-effective solution compared to the existing plan. The percentage
of pressure reduction for different numbers of pressure-relief valves obtained from the
optimizer model was compared to the current state of the network. For instance, one
pressure-relief valve resulted in a pressure reduction of 17.58%, while five pressure-relief
valves resulted in a 56.12% pressure reduction. Based on the objectives of the project, five
pressure-relief valves were chosen as the best design, with 29.25% of the nodes having
a network pressure between 30 and 40, 5.66% having a pressure above 40, and 3.77%
having a pressure less than 20, indicating acceptable efficiency and performance. When the
research was concluded, optimal areas were selected for the placement of pressure-relief
valves. Overall, the NSDE algorithm was successful in reducing pressure in the network,
demonstrating its superiority over the existing plan and providing an effective solution
for pressure management in water distribution networks. This case study highlights the
effectiveness of employing optimization techniques in conjunction with EPANET to address
pressure management challenges in real-world water distribution networks. The optimized
placement of pressure-relief valves and valve settings provide valuable insights for water
utility operators and decision-makers in Mashhad to improve the overall efficiency and
reliability of the water supply system in the third district.
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